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Abstract
Oral History of Beatrice M. Adkins
Taken June 7, 1999
by Mary Kay Plovanich
Beatrice Adkins, born in 1915, is a life long resident ofKanawha County in West Virginia.
She spent most of her childhood living in a coal town, where her father and brother worked as
loggers for the company. Her father's family origins are probably from Lincoln county and they
apparently left and settled in Ohio. Her mother's family originates from Kanawha. When her
father died, she left school at age 14 and joined the older of the 12 children in the family to work.
She was the only member of her family to attend school. Most of her work experience is with two
meat packing companies, P.E. Holtz and Armor, neither of which remained in the area. Bea took
early retirement when Armor moved to North Carolina. Even though she came from a large,
extensive family, few still live in the area. Those who do, still live near the original land the family
had. They still have a family cemetery in the Davis Creek area. Bea now resides in St. Albans,
West Virginia.
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ORAL HISTORY PROJECT
TAPE# 1 AND2
SUBJECT: LIFE HISTORIES
AN ORAL INTERVIEW WITH: MRS. BEATRICE M. ADKINS
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Explanatory Notes
1. Bea = Beatrice Adkins - Respondent
2. MKP = Mary Kay Plovanich - Interviewer
3. [?] indicates a place where the dialogue cannot be understood. There are
six scattered throughout the transcript. Most occur where the respondent
is trying to remember something.
4. No attempt was made to indicate laughter or similar types of response.
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This is Mary Kay Plovanich interviewing Bea Adkins. Today is June 14, 1999. Bea lives
in St. Albans, West Virginia. I'm going to ask Bea about to tell about her life growing up in West
Virginia, especially here in Kanawha county. Bea, do you understand that this interview and tape
will be kept in the archives of the Marshall University Library?
Bea: Yes.
MK: Do you also understand that it can be read by anyone who uses these archives?
Bea: Yes.
MK: Ok. Thank you. We just want to make sure that the things you know are recorded for
history. That's what this is about. That's what Marshall wants to do . They want to
make sure the things you know go into history. So why don't you begin by telling me

(
about where you grew up and when you were born and where you lived.
Bea: Well, I was born in Kanawha County, of course, at.. .they used to call it Milliken. I don't
know what it's called now, up where the high school, Capital High School is, along in there.
I don't know what that's called up through there now

But,.that's where I was born.

And I left there, we moved to Big Chimney when I was one year old. And we lived in a little,
it was just a little mining town, and my dad was a logger, they called them back then. He cut
timbers and hauled 'em to the mines and my oldest brother helped him, and went to
Big Chimney Grade School. And when I was fourteen years old, I started to Elkview Junior
High. And then is when my father died, when I was fourteen years old. And they was, let's
see, they was eleven children in my family. I was the ... I guess the middle one ..about the fifth

(

one. And they was three younger than me and I had my niece, my oldest sister's daughter lived
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with us too. When my father died, he was sick for quite awhile. And he had then I guess what
they called Bright's Disease. I don't know if that call it that now or not. It was a kidney, bladder,
kidney, whatever they called it, and he died. And I don't remember, you know, I just can't
hardly remember too much before that. And all I know is that I, I only got to go to Junior High
for about a half a year so, that was all the high school I got, and I quit, went to work because
Mom had small children to take care of And so all my older ones worked, and we kept the
home going until we moved from there out to, it's called the Davis Creek Road then,
South Hills way.
MKP: It's still called Davis Creek, I think.
Bea: It was on the Davis Creek Road, it wasn't down on•Davis Creek. It was, I think they call it
1

Oak .. .. they call it Oakwood Road, now. I believe is what they call it. And anyway, my brother
worked in a Dairy there, and we all moved out to where he worked, in a little house that
belonged to. it was a cousin that owned the dairy and we moved into one of his little houses.
MKP: So that was after your father died.
Bea: Uh huh, probably about a year after he died. And from there, well, while I still lived in
Big Chimney, I was working out that way doing housework for some of my relatives to help
make money to keep my home going and from there, when I was 16 years old I went to work
for P .E. Holtz, had a slaughter house out that way, out Davis Creek Road. And I worked
there until I got married. I quit and I had two children. Am I doing this alright?
MKP: Yeah, you're doing fine. Now let's go back a little bit before we get into what happened
after you were married. What did you do at Pe Holtz?

(·,

Bea: I packed meat, wieners and bacon, we sliced bacon and packed it and wieners. We
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packaged them, and ... .

MKP: So when the animals came in were they live animals and then they were slaughtered there?
Bea: We killed the live animals right there and processed it all right there in that one place.
MKP: And so you were a meat packer and you did that for how long?
Bea Well I did that there but now from there, after I married, then when I went back to work
I went to Armor's Meat Packing.
MKP: So you worked for Holtz until you got married.
Bea: Holtz, until I was married.
MKP: And so how old were you when you got married?
Bea : 17.
(

MKP: So you were really at Holtz for a year or two?
Bea: Probably a couple of years.
MKP: When you were a child before you had to start working. What kind of things did you kids
do? Did you have games you played?
Bea: We used to shoot marbles, and play ball and high jump, climb trees, ride little saplings over.
I was a regular tomboy. And, let' s see, I had one of my oldest sisters, she worked for Dr. Rohr, I
believe he was in Charleston. I believe that was his name, I can't remember his name. And,
anyway, then my next oldest sister, she was married and her and her husband lived right beside of

us.
MKP: So how many of the older brothers, how many boys and girls are there?
Bea: I had, I had three brothers.
(

MKP: So there were three boys and six girls, I mean, no, three boys and eight girls.
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Bea: Eight girls.
MKP: And two of the boys were older than you were.
Bea: Yes, and my youngest brother is still living, he's barely living. He has sugar and he's
going Wednesday to have his leg amputated. He's been on dialysis. He's really in bad shape.
Then I have a sister next to him. She lives in South Carolina. I haven't seen her for years. It's
been a long, long time since I've seen her. Her husband died and I think she's living with her
daughter now. I don't know too much about her because she's been gone for years. I don't
think I've seen her over three or four times since she left here.
MKP: So you have the younger brother who's still living but..
Bea: The younger brother and the younger sister than I.
MKP: And she's the one in Carolina?
Bea: Uh huh.
MKP : So are you the only three who still in the family who are alive?
Bea: Uh huh, all the rest of them lived to be a pretty good age.
MKP: How old are you? Do you mind ..?
Bea: I'm 84.
MKP : You're 84.
Bea: 84 in March.
MKP: How old is your brother?
Bea: He's 75 .
MKP: And your other, your sister?
Bea: Well, let's see, she's two and a half years older than me so that'd make her ..
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MKP: 77 or 78
Bea: 78, uh huh

MKP: So she hasn't been back for a long time?
Bea, Well , she, she came back when my mom died and she came back when one of my oldest
sisters died. And I can't remember the dates they died but I think my mom died in '78. I believe
that she was 96 years old. And, she was about like me, she didn't let nothing keep her down.
She kept going. She had a big garden up on the hill about a year before she died.
MKP: Where was she living?
Bea: Up at, up in the same area that.. ..
MKP: That you moved after your father died?
(

Bea: Um huh.
MKP: So she stayed there that whole time?
Bea: Well, no, not in that same place. She, she lived in a house that belonged to one of my sisters,
where they had a.... I wish I could remember what they call it now.. Bream, Bream?
MKP: It could be. I'm not sure.
Bea: I still have a nephew that lives up about the same place, and their name is Young.
You probably, you ever been up the Elk River?
MKP: Oh, yeah.
Bea: Well, this is right across the river from where he lives now is right across the river from
Big Chimney, and it's called, I think it's called Bream. Now I'm not sure. That was a train
station at that time so I don't,

(

MKP: So it still might be called Bream

~
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over there in Cunningham and she always stops by here when she comes down. We don't see
too much of each other.
MKP: What about school, what was school like? What kind of school was it like, you know,
you hear about the one room school house. It wasn't like that, was it?
Bea: No, no they was, I think it had, I don't know whether it was four or six rooms.
MKP: So you had an elementary school and you had a junior high.
Bea: See, see, the elementary school was at, at Big Chimney, that's where I went and the
junior high, high school was at Elkview., 'course that school's in Clendinin, now, I think, isn't it?
But when I was going there it was at Elkview.
MKP: Do you remember any of your teachers?
(

Bea: I can remember my teachers in the grade school. One of their names was Ira Baxter and
one of the lady teachers was Clara Holly, I believe. But they're, they wasn't teachers then, back
then like we have now. You gotta have, you gotta have a good education, a college education
and they were, they were just, I think just maybe high school graduates or something like that .
But they were good teachers, but they, they didn't have the education teachers have now to
teach school.
MKP: No, I think teachers went to something called a normal school, or something. They might
have, they probably had some training.
Bea. They, I can't remember just exactly. They was, they was two of the Baxter's who was
teachers and then when I went to, I was trying to think of the teacher's name, one of the
teacher's name when I went to junior high. Seem me like his name was Cubbin, Cubbin (ed. note:

(

unsure of spelling).
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.MKP: C-u-b-b-i-n, maybe.
Bea: I can't remember because I really didn't get to go to junior high too long.
But I believe that, I believe that was his name and I think it, something keeps running in my
mind about, Marshall, not Marshall, but,
MKP: University of Charleston?
Bea: Uh huh. What is the name of that college up there now?
MKP: It's University of Charleston now but it used to be Morris Harvey.
Bea: Morris Harvey. Uh huh. It seems to me like, something keeps going in my mind about
him, him going there or something, I can't, I just can't remember too much about it.
MKP: Do you remember the kind of things they taught? What king of things you learned? I
mean, today they have,
Bea: Well, I remember we had science, and of course all the regular stuff of mathematics and
they called it arithmetic then I guess.
MKP: Did you have geography?
Bea: Geography and history. But I never did like 'em so I don't know much about them.
So, but now my husband, he loved history. I mean my last husband, not my first one.
I been married twice.

MKP: So you married at 16, a, 17 ...
Bea: 17
MKP: When you were 17 and did you have any children?
Bea: I have, I had two children but my oldest one died when she was six years old. And
then, my other daughter is up here on Dry Ridge but she's not real well, she has emphysema
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and she's on oxygen all the time.
MKP: So how old is she?
Bea: She's 64.

MKP: So you had both of these children in your first marriage?
Bea: Uh huh.
MKP: How long were you married to your first husband?
Bea: About eleven year, I think. I don't know, maybe it was twelve years, 'round there.
MKP: What was your first husband's name.
Bea: Anderson Moles, that's why I carry that M for my initial there. I don't have no middle name
and that's why I keep that as a middle initial. But as far as I know all his family is dead, too, now.
(

And, and my second husband, he was a wonderful person but he's dead too, it'll be 12 years.
MKP: How long after your first marriage did you remarry?
Bea: Probably about two year. I can't, I can't just remember.
MKP: It wasn't very long?
Bea: Uh huh, it wasn't very long.
MKP: Were you, did you work when you were married?
Bea: I worked up until I was married the first time, and I quit and I had my children.
MKP: So you quit and stayed home and raised your children. What did your first husband do:
Bea: My first husband? He worked in(as) a butcher.
MKP: So he, so that's how you met him?
Bea: uh huh. He worked at the same place where I worked in.

(

MKP: Oh, that's right. You said , so you said the second place where you worked was a, you
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Bea: I, I don't know whether it is or not.
MKP: Well, that's something I can check out. I don't know how important that is.
So you grew up in a coal town, really and so when you were a child there was coal
mining going on there.
Bea: Uh huh. Yeah, and it was right by the railroad and the railroad .. They had what they called
a tipple that came from the coal mine out to the railroad and the trains would stop there and they
would dump coal, fill their cars up with coal.. And 'course we had, it wasn't really a
farm but we had a lot of property, you know that could be fanned, and we had cows and
chickens hogs and, you know, just an old country girl.
MKP: Did you kill any chickens yourself?
(

Bea: Oh, I can remember seeing my mom taking chickens and wringing their necks. And
then one of my older sisters, she, she couldn't wring their necks like at so she'd tie 'em up with a
clothesline and cut their heads off, [?], makes me, [chuckles]. I could never do that. But

it was good times, it was good old times, I guess. And my niece lived with us, I can remember
her. She was, she was, when my sister and her husband separated, why the little girl stayed with
us and her mom worked and we kept her, her daughter there with us. And for a while her
grandparents on her dad's side had her. And we'd go up there and we'd keep her over a
weekend or something like that and she'd want to stay .. She didn't want to go back up there
and she'd, whenever they'd come to get her on Sunday evening, they'd come to pick her up and
she'd run and upstairs and hide so she didn't want to go back with them. And she lives up at
East Bank now. She's 75, same age as my brother, my youngest brother, and she lives up at
(

East Bank. She was just down here, Memorial Day. She stopped by, she, her dad's buried
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worked in a different meat packing place.
Bea: Yeah .. When I, when I met my second husband he, he came out of the service. He was in
the war and, when he came home he, he came to Armors' s and worked, but I was still
married to my first husband, then. But 'bout two years after that , I divorced and then I run
into him, this one I met at the Boulevard Bowling Alley and we started dating and ... ..
l\1KP: And you didn't have any children in your second marriage.

Bea: No.
l\1KP: So that was a pretty long marriage, then, wasn't it? Because you were married when he

died. So did you work anytime during that time.
Bea: I still worked when I met him. I still worked at Armor's up until I was 55 years old, 'cause
they was moving their branch house from Charleston to Charlotte and I had just turned 55 and I
had 25 years ...and a, and so I could either transfer or take early retirement so I chose early
retirement .. . But I been retired since I was 55 years old.
l\1KP: So you're keeping yourself busy I see. So what, let's see, if you're 55 what year did you

retire?
Bea: I keep thinking '70. Never thought I'd have to think about all this stuff. And I don't
remember very well.
l\1KP: Are you active in the Baptist Church? Is that your church, the Baptist Church?

Bea: Well, yeah, I, you know I just help out in little things like yesterday we had, we had a
dinner up there .and it was the 35 th year of the church being there . And the pastor that had the
church 35 years ago was there . It was fun. And there was a pretty good crowd there. The
church furnishes the meats and the drinks and the bread and all the other people fixes two dishes
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and cakes and it was really nice .

.MKP: Are you a life long Baptist. I mean have you always been a Baptist.

Bea: Well, when I was a kid growing up I went to three different churches on Sunday when I was
just a kid. I'd go to the Methodist Church to Sunday school, the Baptist church and the Adventist
church. So I went to all three of 'em on Sunday for Sunday school.
.MKP: So what did you do, just kind of switch around.

Bea: Well I was just a little kid then. But I just went to be going, I guess .
.MKP: Did the family go to any church together?

Bea, No, you know I can't remember, back then, any of my family going to any churches,
just me that went to them churches.
(

.MKP: Something that,

Bea: Just something to do on Sunday, I guess .
.MKP: And you kind of liked it and,

Bea: Uh huh, yeah .
.MKP: And you ended up staying with the Baptist church. And when did you start, when did

you become a Baptist, I mean, When did you really start sticking with the Baptists?
Bea: Well, I didn't become a Christian until after I was married to my second husband.
We was both saved right at this table. A friend was here and I fixed dinner[?] friend and we was
all just sitting around the table talking and got the bible out and they started reading and so we
were both saved right here at this table, and so I been going, from the start neither one of
us went to church anywhere. Then on the Sunday after we were saved, we started out Sunday
(

morning finding a church to go to so we went over to Highland and there wasn't no place to park.
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They didn't have no parking lot nowhere. You just parked on the street and so we went from
there to Twin City across the river. And that's where we joined the Church over there. Then they
had a split, well this' s been,
MKP: A while ago, isn't it

Bea: It's been, I think, 9 years ago.
MKP: It 's happened since I came back to West Virginia. So that's about right because it
happened right around the time I came back.
Bea: So, about half of them left from over there and a lot of them came up here and a lot of
them went to Teays Valley.
MKP: So you came up here.
Bea: Yes.
MKP: So you really joined the church later in life, didn't you.
Bea: I always went when I was a kid , like I said, I went to three different churches but I just
never did go, then I. .. my first husband was an alcoholic. He turned out to be an
alcoholic . Then, then when I married the second time , we just, we just never did get started into
church anywhere and until after we was saved here at the kitchen table.
MKP Well: you can be saved anywhere. You don't have to be in the church .. It can be anywhere,
that's right.
Bea: That's right. So we were both regulars after we were saved. Then he died and I've still
kept it up.
MKP: So you've been alone for about 20 years now, did you say?
Bea: 12
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MKP: 12 years.

Bea: 12 years. I think he died in, a, 27 th day of May, I don't know, I can't think right now
But he's been gone 12 years so it was eighty .. .
MKP: It would be about '87.
Bea: Yeah.
MKP: So since you've been retired you've kept yourself busy.
Bea: Just working around here. I still do all my yard work, garden, I have a garden and
I exercise three times a week and in the winter time I bowl about every day. I just keep going.
MKP: Well, that's great. I hope that's something I do. So you've lived in Saint Albans how
long?
(

Bea: We moved here in '52 in this same house only we remodeled and rebuilt.
MKP: And this was with your second husband. What was his name again, first name?
Bea: Adkins, Leroy Adkins .
MKP: So did you build this house?
Bea: No, it was just, it was a new house. It was just a little four room, and bath house . Four,
five of 'em in a row right here all together. And but no paved street, it was all wilderness around
here.
MKP: So not very many homes and dirt roads.
Bea: Now I think on down that way and, but there wasn't no paved streets because that's when
I was working down at Armors and down through here the little pathway that we drove our car
down through to right here in front of the house and on down through there was just swamp, it

(

was growed up all around here, even the lots that we had out here, we later got the lot here beside
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us and it was all growed up. Across the street was growed up . And they was one house over here
on the next street in back of me here, just a little house and he's built him a different house and he
still lives there, but he told me he used to put on hip boots 'cause it was all swamp through
here. He said he used to put on hip boots and walk across through there to the railroad when it
would be going slow they'd throw his coal. That's the way he got his coal. So it was really ...
I'd get out here in the morning and walk over. There was a bus line over there. McCorkle was
there, of course. And I would walk over through the mud in the winter time and mud and all
and I worked up at Armor's in Charleston and I'd walked over there and get the bus to
Charleston to get to work.
MKP: Where was that in Charleston?
Bea: On Smith Street.
MKP: I kind of remember that .
Bea: The building, I think is still there, but I forget what's in there now. And they was a
Cleveland flower plant right across the street and I think it's still there. I think it's still there.
MKP: And so you bussed it to and back from work everyday.
Bea: We had a car but we worked at different places. He was an A&P man. He worked for A&P.
He left there, well he didn't leave there until A&P went out of business here[?] and he was the
meat manager for A&P.
MKP: When you were around here in the S0's what was shopping , the shopping area you have
now, was that the same?
Bea: I guess down in St. Albans. I didn't know too much about that down in there 'cause I
always went the other way. South Charleston and,
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MK.P: So you even did your shopping down that way.
Bea: In Charleston and South Charleston. 'Course there was a Parkway store, I can't remember
whether it was the same, no it's not the same people that owns it now, I don't think. Oh, I
know, they was a little A&P store up there where the Parkway, you know where the Parkway
store is now. Well, there was a little A&P store. A very small one and my husband was the meat
manager there and I would come from work up from Charleston. I would come from work and
come down there and stop and help him in the meat shop in the A&P, 'cause I worked in meats
and so I'd stop in there and help him, work with him until closing time.
MKP: You said you had one child that died when they were 6 . What happened to them?
Bea: She had, I don't really, I think she had croup, what was they called it back then, [?]
croup or something like that.

MK.P: So this is in the winter, and you couldn't get out.
Bea: Couldn't get a Doctor out there. I had her down to South Charleston to the doctor and I
can't think of his name now at all, it was in South Charleston, the week before and she just had
like the croup or something. And then when she got real bad that night she died. We just, we
couldn't get a doctor out there or nothing. So then, after she died, the doctor quarantined
us in since she had diphtheria but it wasn't diphtheria, she just had the croup. I guess more or less
choked.
MKP: Where did you bmy her?
Bea: She's buried in our family cemetery. You go out Davis creek and it's up on a hill.
It's all built up out there now. I don't know what they call it out there now.

(

MK.P: But you have a family cemetery out there. So your father and,
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Bea: My father and mother,
MKP: Your brothers and sisters that have died?
Bea: I have one sister buried out there. She was just a baby when she died. 'Course my
grandparents are all buried out there. A lot of people, outsiders, it's supposed to be a family
cemetery, but a lot of outsiders are buried there now.
MKP: So are your grandparents from the area, too?
Bea: Uh huh.
MKP: And what did your grandfather do? Do you remember?
Bea: I can' t remember what he did.
MKP: But they both lived in,
Bea: They, when I was born we all lived pretty close together, up there at where I told you up
there close to where the Capital High School is. He owned all that property. My grandfather
owned all that property.
MKP: Is that your father's father or you mother's father.
Bea: My mother's father. I never did know much about my father's people. I met them one time
when I was a kid, they all, I think they lived somewhere in Ohio, I'm not sure but there was
two or three of his .brothers came to our house where we lived up there . It was something about
some money or something in New York that belonged to our family and they was working on
trying to find out about it or something. Anyway, they came to my Dad wanting, they had to
have so much money to check into that stuff . 'Course we didn't have no money then. I think
that was the last time I ever seen them, the brothers. As far as I know I guess ... I don't know
where any of his relatives other relatives would be. I don't know.
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MKP: So when you were one , you moved from there to
Bea: Big Chimney
MKP: To Big Chimney. And that's because your father,
Bea: Well, I don't know why they moved there to start with. And see that was a little coal mine
and I don't know whether, I can't remember whether he was working there when we
moved there or what. I just don't remember.
MKP: but he was a,
Bea: They called him a logger, then. He had horses, you know and hauled logs where they
chopped down trees and he hauled logs into the saw mill and the saw mill would make them into
stuff for the coal mines and,
MKP: And did you say your brother also worked with him?
Bea: Uh huh
MKP: So did they work for the coal company?
Bea: I think so, now I, that I don't know.
MKP: But he obviously didn't make a lot of money.
Bea: No, no we was raised very poor. I always had plenty to eat and clothes to wear but.. .
MKP: But you had what you needed, right?
Bea: Uh huh.
MKP: What was it like when the depression was going on? When the depression was going on
you were probably out of your, you were already grown up, right?
Bea: Let's see. I can't, what year was it?
I

(

MKP: Well, that would have been 1929, 1930.
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Bea: Let's see, I was born in 1915.

MKP: So you still would have been at home and probably would have still been in school,
because if you didn't leave school until you were 16.
Bea: I can remember hearing them talk about, I don't know, back in WWI, but anyway they were
some kind of a flu or something going around that one year, people were just dying and I can
remember hearing them talking about my mom going, she never did have, get it, but she'd go to
the neighbor's and help them and take care of them but she never did[?] I think it was
the flu, some kind of flu or something I believe.
MKP: Probably influenza.
Bea: I know it was a deadly thing back then 'cause there wasn't no doctors around. Our
nearest doctor was at Elkview and he rode a horse, rode horseback. I can remember him come.
I can remember him coming one time when my niece that lived there with us. She, I think she had
just a real bad cold or something. I don't know what it was. And the doctor came and he didn't
even have medicine in a bottles and he'd left the medicine there, it was in a glass and after he left,
my mom was so shook up and all she picked up that glass and throwed it out, she [niece] didn't
have no medicine. I can remember that just as well. That she was really shook up over it for being
sick like she was, but she got alright. Still living today. She's the one I was telling you about
living up at East Bank. Now if you had her here she could really tell you stuff. She remembered
everything, still other day when she was down here she was talking about things that happened I
don't remember. But she remembers everything. She said her son kept telling her, said, Mom
you ought to write this stuff down. One of these days you're not going to be here and we won't
know all this stuff
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MKP: You must have all worked during the Depression because so many, during the Depression
so many people were out of work but you all, the family must have been able to keep their jobs.
Bea: The kind of works that I guess we did, you know, but wasn't none no good paying jobs
but I always worked, either house work when I first started doing it I did house work, three
dollars a week . And I worked at Holtz' for a dollar a day.

MKP: What about Armor? By the time you were working for Armor.
Bea: See that was, I was there when the war was over. I had just went there and I started
working there at 59 cents an hour. So that wasn't very much money.

MKP: And you were doing meat packing again, right? Were there any kind of safety regulations
or anything, you know, that they have today, you have to have all these safety regulations?
Bea: Well, see, I worked under refrigeration all the time. You had to wrap up and have good
warm clothes on and we wore big white, we called them luggers then, white coat things. In
refrigeration.

MKP: And the company took care of giving you those, right?
Bea: Uh huh. The coats and things.

MKP: What about your hands? Did you have gloves or anything?
Bea: Later on we wore rubber gloves .
MKP: But not always.
Bea; When I first went there you had to have a health card.
MKP: Oh because you couldn't have TB and things like that. So that would have been in the
late 40's .
Bea: Well, see I'd been there 25 years and I retired in, when I was 55, in about 70 I think.
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MKP: How did he get to West Virginia, your father?
Bea: I never did .. I think he was from Lincoln county. I think, now, I'm not sure. But I don't
know where they was all from to start with. I never saw them too much.
MKP: So getting back to your Mother's parents, your grandparents, so your grandfather owned a
lot of that property out there around where Capital High School is now.
Bea: On the opposite side . I think, if I'm not mistaken the big old house is still sitting up on the
hill and it's called. I think Gilliespie's have taken it over.
MKP: Is it visible from Capital, from that area right there? Can you see it right up on the hill?.
Bea: It's on up the road a little farther from the where the school's at right now on the opposite
side of the road from where the school is.
MKP: That would be a pretty old house.
Bea: I haven't been up there. I've still got a cousin, my sister used to, well on up above there's
where my mom and my sister lived in those years, too. But, I haven't been up that way for so
long I can't remember that house. It seems to me the last time I went up through there , it was
still up there. Where I was born, it was down in the bottom like, in the smaller house.
MKP: So were you born at home?
Bea: Um huh.
MKP: Everybody in the .. All the eleven children born at home in those days?
Bea: As far as I .. .yeah, because in those days ... my mother was never in a hospital her whole life.
MKP: So all the children were born at home. Did a mid-wife come? Do you remember?
Bea: I don't remember. I can't remember. [pause] See I was, I was born after all they was and
(

moved away when I was a year old from there .
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MKP: How big was Armour? How big was the plant ?
Bea: Well, it was a pretty good size, it had 2, there' s 3 stories to it; the basement, first floor and
the second floor and in the basement was where they did all the curing of hams and bacon and
on the second floor was the shipping where they filled the orders and on the second floor was
where I worked is where they made all the stuff , wieners, bologna, cured bacon and hams.
MKP: Well did you have to cut meat. I'm just curious. Did you do cutting or
Bea: No, I did mostly package, after it was all cut
MKP: After it was all cut you packed it.
Bea: I packaged wieners and sausage, ground beef and all that stuff.
MKP: Now machines do that today so how did you have to do that?
Bea: We had to start with when I went there, you see they had a skin and we had to take them
skins off and then later on they had, they got machines those wieners run through, just piled on a
thing back here and put them in and they just went through taking the skins off and came out and
then we had a roller on a table with a belt on it and the scales and there was just girls that worked
on the scales and packaging and weighing and, it was real interesting. I loved to do it.
MKP: That must have been kind of hard work. I mean, isn't that hard, you stand all day, that
must be kind of tiring.
Bea: Well, I guess it was, I was young back in them days so I just enjoyed working.
MKP: So when you packaged the meat, did you have to wrap it with paper or whatever.

Bea: Yeah, they were in, I think what they called a cellophane, and on your, I can't hardly
remember, on your scales there was a place, that just held it, like a pound package of stuff
(

and you put your paper down here, lets see if I can get this straight, put your paper down in
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on the scale and placed your wieners in there , so many wieners went in to make a pound package
and it's, this thing already sealed them and you put them on the belt and they go up and there was
girls stood up to the end of it and boxed it up and, I didn't think I'd ever forget all that stuff
But it was real interesting .
MKP: It was an assembly line.
Bea: like an assembly line.
MKP: You do one thing and then it goes on the somebody else
Bea: And then we packed it in six pound boxes and ten pound boxes and they'd go up the belt
and we had a tying machine that you'd take that box down there and press on a little lever and
then tie it around this way and this way and load them on flats, we called them, you know, just
little flat trucks and take them to the coolers .
MKP: You have your own garden, now and what kind of things do you grow out there.
Bea: I just have a little bean patch. You can see it back there. You can see my bean patch
right out there. In the back I have my tomatoes and cucumbers and peppers 'n that. That's
all I grow.
MKP: So when you lived at home when you were a child did your family have a garden?
Bea: Oh, we had a huge, big one, com and beans and I can remember my dad, he had what they
called a com planter and you probably didn't never see one it was a thing about this tall and it
had handles on it and it opened up somewhere and he planted the com, and put the com on
top of that thing and stick it in the ground and open it up and then us kids would have to go
behind him and drop beans in the[?] and cover it up. That's what the kids did. And we had a lot
of milk cows.
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MKP: Did you do any milking?

Bea: I never could learned to milk, but all the family but me learned to milk and I never could.
I stayed with one of my cousins, they had a dairy farm out, what I call Davis Creek way out there
and I'd go out to the barn when they'd be milking in the evening and they'd set me down there
and show me how to milk and the old cow lift up her hind leg and kick and I'd jump and run.
But I never did learn to milk. But all the rest of the family did, the older ones, now, not the
younger ones. There's two girls younger than me but they never did learn to milk either. Back
-

when they was kids we didn't have cows and stuff.
MKP: Because at that point you had already moved? .

Bea: Uh huh.
MKP: What happened to the family farm?
Bea: Now, it didn't now my grandfather's, Gillespie's taken that over, I think, but up where we
lived it wasn't a farm, it was a little mining camp. It had the houses, rows of houses and
then the property all around it where we gardened and all .
MKP: So it wasn't your property. It was the mining company's property but they let you garden?
Bea: Do you remember the name Goshorns in Charleston?
MKP: Goshorn sounds familiar. I don't know if I've known any but I certainly remember the

name.
Bea: Well, they were the people that finally bought the property where we lived and that was
after my dad died. We wasn't there too long after he died but anyway they built them a pretty
nice home right in the[?] and they bought milk and butter and stuff from my mama. I can't
(

remember how long after my dad died that we stayed there. Must have been there two or three
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years after he died .
MKP: But you married,
Bea: No, I was just a kid then.
MKP: But you didn't have to work until you were sixteen.
Bea: Well I quit and did housework for my cousins who lived out Davis Creek. I had to ride the
train to Charleston, and get a bus and go on out that way.
MKP: When your dad died, you were how old?
Bea: 14.
MKP: But you stayed in school until you were sixteen.
Bea: No
MKP: At 14 you left school.
Bea: I left school when I was 14.
MKP: and that's when you started doing the housework?
Bea: I did housework up until I was 16 and then I started working at Holtz. I'm just trying to
think. I guess that's about the sum of my working. I mean, I went from housework to meat
packing and stayed in that until I was 55 years old.

:MKP: But that's long working history, considering you started at 14. That's a long
working history.
Bea: Wasn't any of my family, none of my family got a high school education.

:MKP: None of the children did? Did any of the children die young because of illness or anything?
Bea: No.
MKP: That's amazing, too. You must have inherited your mother's jeans.
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Bea: Yeah, 'cause dad was, he died when he was in his S0's. Mom, she was a little shorter than
me, little bit heavier than I am.
MKP: So your mother outlived a number of her children, didn't she.
Bea: You see, her first, her first baby she had, I think, was born dead. It was stillborn. After that
she had,
MKP: she had 11 more then .. So she really had 12 children?
Bea: Now I think that's right. I think that's right.
MKP: That's a big family. Of course that really wasn't unusual in those days.
Bea: No. Most everybody had big families back in those days.
MKP: Did some of the other kids you knew, grew up around, did they also have to quit school
(

and work. I'm not talking about your family, I mean,
Bea: No, the younger ones just wouldn't go to school. They didn't like school. I guess I was the
only one out of the family that really liked school then couldn't go. When I married my second
time I said "I wish I could go back to school and got my education". He said" Well, you got
more smart right now than a lot of people comes out of college 'cause you just got common
sense." So, I never did get to go back to school .
MKP: But did you have friends, like yourself, who had to leave school and work or was that kind
of unusual.
Bea: It seems to me back in them days there wasn't too many people who finished school. It was
hard you know hard for them to get to school. I can remember my dad, we had to walk from
where we lived, down a railroad track and across the river and go down on the other side of the

(

river to get to school and I can remember my dad, in the winter time, when there'd be big snows
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on, he go in front of us kids and make us a path to get to school.
MKP: So your father must have thought getting an education was important.
Bea: No .
MKP: No. He just did it because you wanted,
Bea: No. My mama and dad, they just had common sense, I guess. He could figure anything out
in his head, not put it down on paper.
MKP: But he wanted to see you kids get an education? Is that right?
Bea: Uh huh. But none of them never did. They just, the younger ones could've went on to
school but they just didn't like school and they just quit.
MKP: Well I don't think it was that important for what you worked in, people today want to
(

know what kind of education you have but then, you know, I don't think people expected anyone
to necessarily finish school.
Bea: No. Well I don't know if my mom and dad ever got to school. I don't remember. I know
my mom couldn't read or write for years and finally she learned to write her name and,.
MKP: Could your dad read and write?
Bea: He could read you know I can' t just hardly remember about dad, but he could figure out
anything in his head . I don't think he could figure it out on paper.
MKP: So like you said, common sense. He learned from what he did.
Bea: Uh huh.
MKP: So they probably didn' t have a chance to go to school?
Bea: I don't think my mom and dad ever had a chance to go to school? I don't think they did.

(

MKP: Do you remember much about your mother's family. I know you don't know much about
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your father's family but do you remember much about your mother's family? How many kids
were in that family?
Bea: Yeah, I remember her family. She had four brothers, I believe it was four brothers and a
sister. And the sister just, she hadn't, the sister hadn't been dead very long. She was 104 years
old when she died. And she, and they lived up in Kanawha City, mom's family did. I can
remember when they wasn't no houses or nothing up in Kanawha City. And my grandparents,
there was a little house that set out in a big bottom, let's see, from here I guess it would be the
other side, where the bridge is where the old bridge was. That was all open space down through
there and the cows tied out in the bottom, you know, [?]and I can remember riding the train
from Big Chimney to Charleston, there were street cars, I guess, back then, I can't remember
(

how we got on from Charleston to Kanawha City, but seems to me like it was street cars.
This is funny. They had a big ol' bull, somebody in there had a big ol' bull tied out and we'd had
cousins that lived up on the other end where my grandparents lived and we'd sneak back through
there and going up there to visit them and getting past that big old bull. It was really funny back
then. And, let's see, the house is still standing up there on this side of the bridge, I think it is,
where my aunt, my mom's sister lived and her brother lived a couple houses up there. And I think
some of their family' s still live up there.
MKP: So you would have some cousins and,

Bea: Cousins.
MKP: Still around,but all your aunts and uncles now dead from your mother' s side.
Bea: On my mom's side, Uh huh.
(

MKP: so you probably still have some cousins living around that area.
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Bea: yeah, I have some cousins and lives up in Kanawha City, and I just don't know too much
about them 'cause I've never seen any of them for years.
What was your mother's family name.
Bea: Sullivan
MKP: How do you spell that?
Bea: S-u-1-1-i-v-a-n.
MKP: Your mother was a Sullivan. That's a pretty common name around the area. Probably had
a big family.
Bea: When my mom's sister was alive, [?]104 years old she lived in the Carroll Apartments for
awhile until she got, well I think she fell and broke her hip and then they put her in a nursing
home at the Union Mission, there was a nursing home there. So when the Union Mission sold it
out, her son lived in Virginia, and he came and got her and take her to Virginia and put her in a
nursing home up there. That's where she died. 104 years old. But she was taking care of herself
and lived in the apartments up there maybe a couple years before she died.
MKP: You have some genes in your family for long life.
Bea: I guess ..
MKP: And you got them
Bea: On mom's side ...
MKP: I guess your mom was pretty active like you are.
Bea: She was up until the last year, well, she was in bed three days when she died. She just
wouldn't give up. She, my older sister and I would raise the garden up to the year before, up to
where she couldn't do it. We raised the garden and we'd go up and pick the stuff and bring it
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down and she'd string the beans and sit out on the porch and string the beans and help get
everything ready to can and then about three days before she died she give up and went to bed
MKP: [Beginning Tape II] We were talking about your nieces and nephews?
Bea: Let's see, you know I haven't been in touch with any of them for so long I don't know how
many of them are living or anything about them but I here not too long ago I know that I had a
cousin that lived, stayed down here in the Terrace, there's apartments down there. He sold
everything he had in Kanawha City, his wife and some of his children died and he was living
alone so he just sold everything out and give what he had to the rest of the kids and he
moved in down here at the Terrace in St. Albans. And I haven't seen or heard anything of him for
awhile, though. But I guess he's still living there. Then I have, I guess I have two cousins, up in
(

Kanawha City. I think they still live up in there. I don't, I haven't heard anything from them for a
long time.
MKP: So most of your social life is probably people from the Church and the
neighborhood.
Bea: Around here, uh huh.
MKP: Is there a Senior Citizens Group or something around here?
Bea: Over at Hansford Center. That's where I go for my exercises.
MKP: That's where you go for your exercises. Who are your bowling buddies?
Bea: Well, one is my neighbor right across the street. She's young. She just in her S0's .
MKP: A spring chicken.
Bea: That's who, she called me this morning and said she's going to bowl and nobody'll go and I

(

said" Well, ifl get through, I'll be up there."
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MKP: Did you tell them about your big interview?
Bea: I just told them a lady'd come and talk to me today and, and didn't even tell my
daughter. I should have had her come down here today. She don't get out much in this kind in
this kind of weather. I wanted her to come to the dinner we had up at Church yesterday but she
didn't make it so after dinner I'd taken her some stuff leftover up to her. Stayed up there for
awhile.
MKP: You are very active at 84. You bowl and you exercise and I guess you do your
own shopping and you do your own yard work .
Bea: I do it all.
MKP: You mow. Are you handy around the house, too? Or if you have plumbing problems
what. ..
Bea: Well, I can't that... I never did even try to learn to do that. I like working on my lawn
mower and stuff like that, when I started using it this year I said," Well, I don't know whether
my lawn mower will start or not. I'll go out and see ifl can find a spark plug in it." I couldn't
find it so finally brought it outside and turned it over on the side and found the spark plug , and
cleaned it and put it back in there and it just started right up. And I have awfully good neighbors.
I mean, they live right down here and one that lives right across the alley from me. They look
after me pretty good and Barbara, my friend across the street, her husband does too because he
likes to tinker with stuff. He don't like to help me get out there and mow or anything. But he
doesn't mind tinkering with the lawn mower .
Bea: Maybe I should say this 'cause maybe he'll hear this sometime.
MKP: You don't have to say anything you don't want to say. You don't have to tell on your
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neighbor.

Bea: Anyway, they're all good to me. There's a lot of things that I can't do for myself, but I
do a pretty good job at it.
MKP: Have you done a lot of traveling or do you stick pretty much right around here?
Bea: Well, I have some friends that left the Church from over at Twin City and they go down at
Teays Valley, at the Baptist Church down there and the pastor, one of the pastors from Twin
Cities down there too, he's the assistant pastor down there, he has the Sunday school class, same
class that he had over here and they's a lot of them still in his class and plus different ones from
down there and he gets the trips together. I go with them a lot. And this year, a few weeks ago, I
went to Pennsylvania to Noah's Ark. I been down there three times already. And we go to
Branson, and I think he's got a trip corning up next month to go toNiagara Falls. But I don't
know if I'm going to go because I been down there about three times and I don't know if I want
to go there anymore or not. But yeah, I travel a lot.
MKP: What do you do to keep yourself busy in the winter since you can't garden.
Bea: I don't do nothing but sit. I bowl all winter. I bowl about every day in the winter.
MKP: Your probably better than I am. I'm a terrible bowler.
Bea: Do you bowl?
MKP: I haven't bowled in a long time.
Bea: I love to bowl. I'd rather bowl than eat. I love it.
MKP: How did you get into bowling?
Bea: I've always bowled, even when I was young. When I worked at the Armour's, a bunch of
(

the girls I worked with, you probably don't even remember bowling at the lanes on Hale Street,
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you'd go up the stairs and we used to, if we happened to luck out and get off a little early, boy
we'd head to the bowling alley, and then, it's up on the boulevard now, we used to come
down there and bowl. Now I bowl up here at Venture's .
MKP: You must be a pretty good bowler if you've been bowling a long time.
Bea: Just average, I guess. I get some 200 games once in a while.
MKP: A lot more than I'd ever get.
Bea: Let's see, I bowled Friday. Barb and I went up there and bowled, for Senior Citizens they
had, they bowled. That' s where she's going to today and it ' s from 12 to 3 today and Friday it's
from 3 to 5 but I don't care much about bowling that late in the evening because it's too much
traffic trying to get out up there. Anyway, then I bowl Tuesdays in League, tomorrow, and during
the winter months I bowl two or three different leagues. I sub a lot.
MKP: You mean sub ...
Bea: Sub on the leagues, sometimes they'll need somebody to take one of their bowlers place,
[their offices] and they'll call me. That's sanctioned leagues on them and up until, I never did
bowl in sanctioned leagues before, they're just senior citizens groups. But now back when I was
younger I bowled. We had leagues then but I don't remember having had a sanction card. But
now you do in some of the leagues .. Now in senior citizens don't have to what I bowl in.
MKP: When you bowl, was it, like did you bowl for Armour or was it just your own group. You
just got your own group together. It wasn't like a company thing where they sponsored it or
anything like that.
Bea: No . We just bowled for fun, mostly then. Friends.
MKP: When did the lanes start being automatic? Did you ever bowl when they actually had to set
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the pins up?

Bea: Yeah, I liked them better. I don't like these pin setters, I think sometimes that they don't
set the pins right on the spot all the time , because so some many people, and my ball it seems
like it goes in that pocket every time and it leave the ten pin or the seven pin. And it looks like it
just, and I don't think the pins are right on the spot there .

.MKP: Well how long ago was it that they actually had people setting up pins? I mean, was that in
the fifties? When would you have been bowling, in the fifties? Have you bowled as early as the
fifties?
Bea: I imagine so. I imagine I was .

.MKP: Because, see, you started working for Annour right after the war , right?
(

Bea: Well, the war was over when I had just been there a little while. And if I'm not mistaken,
they let us off from work when they announced that the war was over and I think we went
bowling . I think we did. I'm not sure. 'Cause they was some of them that I buddied with that
liked to bowl as well as I did . So we'd a .. . I bowled many years. You probably don't even
remember the bowling alley in South Charleston up over the beer joint.

.MKP: Nope, I don't
Bea: I didn't think you would .

.MKP: I don't think I was allowed. I was alive at that time but I don't think I was allowed
anywhere around there. Now that's something we didn' t do as kids. I didn't bowl until I was an
adult. And again it was with friends.
Bea: Where was you born.

(

.MKP: I was born in Texas but I was raised in Charleston. I mean, my father died when I was five
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and we moved back here and so I was raised in Charleston. There were three girls and we moved
back to Charleston to live with my grandmother and so my mother went to work while my
grandmother helped raise us. So I'm actually living in the home where I was raised now.
Bea: You are?
MKP: I have just an aunt left . Both my parent are dead. I have one aunt left. She's 88 and she
still mows like you do.
Bea: I think it keeps me going. I mean I keep myself busy.
MKP: I have no doubt, I think you're right . I think the busier you are, the better off you are.
Bea: Some people just sit down and it'd just kill me to, if there's a day I don't have anything to
do that I, you know just sit around here, I get so bored, I just don't like to sit around and do
nothing. I like to be busy all the time.
MKP: Well I think we're finished here. I can't think of any more questions to ask you. We
talked about your childhood and we talked about growing up and we talked about when you were
first married and your two children and your second marriage and we talked about your church.
I don't know ifwe want to get into politics.
Bea: I don't care about politics. I don't know nothing about it.
MKP : I would hesitate to ask you about politics.
Bea: Oh me, I just don't care anything about politics.
Bea: Just let it come and I'll take whatever comes. 'Bout all I can do.

The interview ended here except for an exchange of thanks and small talk.

